Your best scenario. Our path to getting there.
No one can predict the future, but you can base your next steps
– and future performance – on an accurate Power Forecast.
To make the right decision, it’s vital to have complete
information. Our Power Forecast tool gives you comprehensive
power forward curve support – with power, natural gas, and
coal price forecasts, and supporting supply/demand figures.

Overcome the frustrating challenges of most forecasts.
With our Power Forecast tool, you’re able to use a single source for due diligence
and forecasting. Timely guidance highlighting market shifts and investment themes
makes it easy and fast to address key elements of analysis—including supply/
demand balances and underlying fuel prices.

Forward power markets only price ahead 3-5 years
With our 20-year market indicative power curves, you can better inform your
business planning by valuing long-term open positions, contracts, and generating
assets. Plus, price forward capacity and energy at 28 pricing hubs.

Stale price forecasts hinder investment decisions.
With our quarterly release cycle, your valuations track current market conditions
and recent developments. From swings in the gas futures strip, to new permitting
issued for a 1,000 MW plant or changes in the regulatory environment, we forecast
the market impact.

Labor-intensive workflows delay action on
critical investment opportunities.
Pull generating plant capacity factor and revenue projections in seconds. Identify
key trends affecting generator financial performance and contributions of different
asset classes to portfolio revenues and margins. Then, evaluate asset transaction
and development opportunities—and quickly assess that investment you’re
thinking of acting on.

Strategic portfolio assessment is challenging in a volatile environment.
Our forecasts of regional reserve margins and capacity prices pinpoint trends driven
by coal plant retirements, firm construction, or additions of renewable energy. Build
business strategy around where to add—or trim—MWs of generating capacity from
your portfolio.
*Screenshot is for illustrative purposes only.
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data, research, and news into tools that help track performance,
generate alpha, identify investment ideas, understand competitive
and industry dynamics, perform valuation, and assess risk.
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